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Abstract -This study presents a hybrid monitoring system for nuclear power plant
utilizing neural networks and a rule-based expert system. The whole monitoring system
including a data acquisition system and the advisory displays has been tested by an on-
line simulator of pressurized water reactor. From the testing results, it was shown that
the neural network in the monitoring system successfully modeled the plant dynamics
and detected the symptoms of anomalies earlier than the conventional alarm system.
The expert system also worked satisfactorily in diagnosing and displaying the system
status by using the outputs of neural networks and a priori knowledge base.
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1. INTRODUCTION

On-line condition monitoring during operation is one of the most important tasks

for a nuclear power plant (NPP) because of the operational safety and maintenance. The

conventional monitoring method is to set the fault threshold level for each plant

parameter and to alert when the monitored signal exceeds its threshold level. However,

when the anomalies are detected, there are frequent cases such that they are possibly too

developed to cope with. Therefore the model-based methodology is proposed, which is

preferable to the threshold-level-based one for early fault detection.

However, the modeling for complex and non-linear systems, such as an NPP, is

a formidable task if many reasonable approximations and simplifications are not

tolerated. One of major advantages of neural network is ability to model multi-output

process system from the measurement information without using physical expressions.

In this respect neural networks have a great benefit to the nuclear reactor monitoring,

apart from other numerous application areas [1]. The basic principle of the anomaly

detection is to monitor the deviation between process signals measured from the actual

plant and the corresponding values predicted by the plant model, i.e., neural networks.

We have, in this study, developed the hybrid monitoring system utilizing neural

networks and an expert system. The neural networks model the plant dynamics with

normal operation data The expert system detects anomalies and diagnoses the plant

status. The integration of them is expected to enhance a substantial potential of the
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functionality as operators support. The system is composed of a data acquisition system,

neural networks, an expert system and advisory displays.

2. MONITORING SYSTEM STRUCTURE

Main purpose of NPP monitoring is to identify the current status of the

operational plant using process signals. The structure of this monitoring system is

shown in Fig. 1. The simulator is a self-contained system designed to train po~er plant

personnel in the general principles of a typical pressurized water reactor (PWR). It is

connected to an on-line data acquisition system on personal computer (PC). The 87

analog output signals are digitized on PC, and sent to neuro-expert system on the other

PC every two seconds. Out of these, 22 most significant plant signals are used for the

plant modeling by neural networks. The neural networks programmed in FORTRAN

and the expert system software are integrated for NPP monitoring on PC. The advisory

displays show the status ofNPP diagnosed by neural networks and an expert system.

,
\

Fig. 1 Schematic representation ofNPP monitoring system
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2.1 

PWR Plant Simulator

The simulator is manufactured on the basis of an existing 822 MWe power

plant, Surry-l, USA. There are three primary coolant loops with three typical U-tube

steam generators (80s). The conventional alarm system is attached to the panel of the

simulator. Therefore, operators can react to the events occurring as the actual NPP. We

can consider 15 different plant initial states covering from zero to full power, and 49

malfunctions of major system including failure of pumps, valves, controllers, pipes, etc.

In the present study, the small anomalies at the beginning of core cycle are especially

selected for early fault detection.

2.2 Data Acquisition System

The data acquisition system is a software and hardware module embedded in a

PC. The system can deal with the digital signals and sensory analog signals from actual

NPP or PWR plant simulator. The parameters of the data acquisition, such as the type of

data source, number of signal channels, and sampling period can be set on PC or from

the neuro-expert system. In case of analog data source, 87 analog signals are digitized at

the AD conversion board inserted in the PC. The digitized data is sent to the neuro-

expert system on the other PC every two seconds through LAN. Table 1 shows the

selected 22 process signals for the input of the neural networks
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2.3 Neural Networks for Plant Modeling
The auto-associative neural network selected here has three layers: input, one hidden

and output layer. The three layers are composed of 22 input nodes, 25 hidden nodes and

22 output nodes, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The output signals supposed to be the
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same as the input signals at the next time step, so that the neural networks can predict

the next outputs of the system. This is direct analogy with the concept of one- step-ahead

prediction and can be effectively implemented by neural networks. The merit of auto-

associative network is that any unknown plant conditions, that is, the inputs patterns

never leamed before, always cause large deviation between measured and predicted,

and can easily be recognized as "something new" [2]. Here, the fault severity level, i.e.

the threshold to admit a fault, is calculated with the maximum error during initial

learning. We have developed two types of neural networks for plant modeling. One is

feedfof\vard neural network with adaptive learning and the other is recurrent neural

network (RNN).

2.3.1 Feedfonvard Neural Network 1vith Adaptive Learning

Input
Layer

Output
Layer y(t)
(21,) = x(t+ 1)xCi) Hidden

Layer
..(25)

iI
IPressure ressure

IFlow Rate

Temperature

It"'ower

Fig. 2 Feedfonvard Neural Nehvork Structure

In the multilayer feedforward networks, all neural signals propagate in the forward

direction through each network layer

from the input to output layer, and no

lateral, self and backward propagation

is allowed. Given a set of inputs, the

output of the neuron is computed in a

forward path which computes in turn

the activity levels of neurons in each

layer using the already computed

activity levels in the preceding layers.

The sigmoid function is used as the

transfer function.

There are two learning stages for the feedforward neural network. Typical operational

patterns are trained at the initial learning stage. Then the neural network adaptively

trains on-line data if the data is deemed normal. The back-propagation learning

algorithm [3] is used for both learning stages. Certain length of previous data is utilized

for training at the adaptive learning stage. Thus, the neural networks with adaptive

learning gradually change the models to follow the actual plant status by updating the

weights. The feedforward -auto-associative neural network was already applied to the

on-line plant wide monitoring for the Borssele NPP in the Netherlands [4]. From the

application results, we have confirmed that this method enables the model to follow the

changes of reactor dynamics, and that the neural networks can detect the symptoms of

small anomalies precisely.
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2.3.2 Recurrent Neural Network

On the other hand, the adaptive

learning always involves possibilities

to learn patterns of a slowly developed

anomaly as normal one and miss to

diagnose as fault. To compensate this

shortcoming, the RNN has been

introduced. The RNN is capable of

dealing with dynamic model of the

plant because of feedback connections

between neurons. adopted
Fig. 3 Recurrent Neural Network Structure

Jordan's RNN [5] whose feedback

connection from output unit to hidden unit is merge with one-step delayed value, see

Fig. 3. The state unit, Cm is determined with output unit, Ym and previous value of state

unit, Cm(t-1), as shown in Eq. (1).

We

Cm(t) = Y kCm(t -1)+ (l-Yk)Ym(t) (1)

where y" is defined as the coefficient of time lag, so the state unit could be regarded as a

kind of first order lag element of output unit. The coefficient, y" varies with the channel

of output signal. The input signal of hidden unit Zk, is determined both by the output

from input units xi and the output from state unit Cm as shown in Eq. (2).

N M
Zk(t) = LVik(t)X;{t)+ LV(N+m)k(t)Cm(t -1)

;=1 m=1
(2)

where Vij denote the connection weight between ith input unit and kth hidden unit, and

V(N+rn)j denote the connection weight between (N+m)th state unit and kth hidden unit.

This type of recurrent network can easily realize the dynamic model of the plant

because of these feedback connections. Training of the RNN is performed using

backpropagation algorithm The sigmoid function is also selected as the transfer

function of each unit [6]. The RNN is mainly selected to t.ake account of the high

capability of modeling for slower dynamic behavior, like a high temperature gas cooling

reactor (HTGR) [7].
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2.4 Expel1 System for Plant Diagnosis

The expert system is used as a decision agent that works on the information

space of both neural networks and human operators. The information of other sensory

signals is also fed to the expert system, together with the outputs that the neural

networks generate from the real-time plant signals. The patterns of the deviations

calculated by neural networks strongly related to the kinds of anomalies, so that those

information can be helpful to diagnose the plant status. A major advantage of an expert

system is to process a lot of operator's knowledge and to derive useful information for

complex decision environments. The expert systems can treat almost all known

correlation between plant status patterns and operation modes as a priori set of rules.

Five types of plant operational modes are prepared in the expert system, j.e. start-up,

transient, steady state, shutdown and unstable operation. These are discriminated by

past several minutes of the power signal. The operational mode is used also to set the

fault severity levels of the neural network. For example, one during steady state

operation is smaller than that of other operation modes.

2.5 Graphical Advisory Display

The graphical advisory displays are programmed by Java language and the

monitoring results can be displayed on any computers connected to the Internet. Java is

useful also to construct user-friendly man-machine interface. On this display, the

schematic plant figures are shown \vith some important signals, the trend graph of the

reactor outlet temperature signal and the messages from the expert system. The error

messages and the diagnostic results are popped up on the screen when the monitoring

system detects anomalies. The table of all measured signals and the trend graphs are

also displayed on different pages.

3. TRAINING RESULT

The initial learning is a basic off-line training before the performance testing.

During the initial learning, the neural network should train the typical normal

operational patterns over the wide power range. Those data sets include 20 patterns of

100% and 50% steady state, and two transient operations; 1037 patterns of 1.5%/rnin.

power decreasing and 446 patterns of 3.5%/rnin. power decreasing. The number of
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patterns for the initial learning was 1559 in this application, and the learning was

repeated 600 times per each pattern. The patterns were given randomly within each

learning cycle. It took about 4 minutes on a typical PC for the whole initial learning.

The time interval of learning data is 2 seconds, which is same as at that of testing.

Figure 4 shows the training result of generated electric power signal. From the results,

the neural network could simulate the plant dynamics precisely. The predicted values

(circle) agree with the measured signals (solid lIne) after 600 iterations per pattern. The

final normalized maximum error of each signal was less than 5%.

After the initial learning, the fault severity level (Ef) during steady state operation

is defmed experimentally as Bf = 1.25Brnax, where maximum error Brnax is the largest

deviation at the initial learning, see Table I for Brnax of each signal. If the coefficient in

the above equation, called fault coefficient, is set less than 1.25, the monitoring system

often gives incorrect alarms during normal operation. The magnitude of these fault

severity levels indicates the accuracy of the modeling by the neural networks. It is

proper that the fault severity levels are much smaller than the threshold levels of the

conventional alarm system. The plant is considered as normal if the deviation between

measured signals and predicted values are small enough. On the other hand, the fault

coefficient at transient operation should be set as 1.45. The monitoring system gives no

alarm with 1.45 of the fault coefficient during normal power decreasing operations,

which have different power decreasing rate.
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4. TESTING RESULT

Using the simulator, many kinds of malfunctions caused by equipment failure

during steady state and transient operation were simulated for the purpose of the testing

[5]. Those malfunctions are much smaller than those for the significant accident cases.

Most of the testing results indicated that the hybrid monitoring method could detect the

symptom of small anomaly much faster than the conventional alarm system embedded

in the plant simulator

4.1 Anonwly Cases of Small Reactor Coolant Systent Leak

This malfunction is small leak caused by the coolant boundary failure in "B"

loop Reactor Temperature Detector Well during steady state and 2%/min power

decreasing operation. The neural network could correctly track the different rate of

power decreasing operation data before the anomaly started. Therefore, the neural

network with adaptive learning successfully modeled the dynamics of NPP. Although

partial loss of reactor coolant causes a decrease of pressurizer level and pressure, the

conventional alarm system gave no alarm because the level of pressurizer was slowly

decreased and later recovered by the charging flow to maintain the pressurizer level.

The amount of coolant leakage (1%=3.785 kg/mill) is much smaller than the

whole coolant flow rate (2.538x105 kg/min). If the leakage was larger than 5%, the

hybrid monitoring system detected this anomaly with the deviation of pressurizer level

(Ch.6) exceeding the fault severity level owing to rapid decrease of pressurizer pressure,

as shown in Table 2. The fault of feedwater pressure signal (Ch.16) was detected

secondarily. The third one depended on the amount of leakage. The signals of turbine

impulse pressure (Ch.8) and generated electric power (Ch.22) are so sensitive that those

could especially detect all kind of smaller anomalies. The results of same anomaly

during power decrease operation showed that small amount of anomalies could not be

detected. Because the transient behavior covers the anomaly and the fault severity levels

are larger. However, the detecting signals are the same as in steady state operation.

Therefore, the information of detection signal and time is very useful to identify

anomalies by rule-based expert system at the next stage

{';2
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Table 2 Fault detection time in cases of "Small Reactor Coolant System Leak"
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Figures 5 and 6 show the responses of pressurizer level (Ch.6) in case of 15% leakage

during power decrease and steady state operation, respectively. The solid line in the

figure indicates the measured signals from the PWR simulator.
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Fig. 5 Monitoring result of "Small Reactor Coolant System Leak" during power
decrease.
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The broken line represents the predicted values by the neural network. The

diamonds indicate the deviation between measured signals and predicted values. Two

horizontal dash-dot lines show the fault severity levels for monitoring. When the

deviation is in the range between two horizontal lines, the plant condition should be

considered normal. Figure 5 shows that the neural network could correctly predict the

different rate of power decreasing operation in the first 5 minutes. The deviation of

pressurizer level signal exceeded the fault severity level 39 seconds after the

malfunction started. The monitoring system needed only 18 seconds to detect the

anomaly during steady state, as shown in Fig. 6. It took shorter time because the fault

severity level during steady state is smaller than one during transient operation.

4.2 AnOllWly Cases of Snlall Reactor Coo/allt Systenl Leak

The next case is atmospheric steam dump valve seat leakage occurred at full

power operation. Table 3 shows the fault detection time in this case. This malfunction

causes rapid decrease of steam flow and pressure which is followed by the average

steam temperature decrease and the power decrease. To supplement the loss of power,

the control rod was driven out by control system. However, no alarm was given by the

conventional alarm system even after 10 minutes if the leakage of valve capacity is less

th'an 50%, because over reactor power by rod withdrawing caused only small shift of

power balance.
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Table 3 Fault detection time in cases of "Leakage of Atmospheric Steam Dump Valve"

~Iilll:
1% ! Ch.8 (7:47) Ch.2(8:13)

Ch.22 (7:47) Ch.4 (8:13) 0 arm

iCduring 2%/min Power

uecreasing)

The monitoring system immediately detected the anomaly of steam flow signals (Ch.

11&12). Secondarily, the signals of neutron flux and feedwater flow exceeded the fault

severity levels. However, the signals of turbine impulse pressure (Ch.8) and generated

electric power (Ch.22) were detected as anomaly when the leakage was smaller than

2%. Thus the response of neural networks by small amount of anomalies is very similar

to the above cases. The monitoring results during 2%/min power decrease operation

;howed 

almost same detection property.

4.3 Anollwly Cases of COIl troller Failure

The results of two malfunction cases during 100% steady state operation are

shown in Table 4. The fault detection time with the normalized deviation are indicated.

The deviation of Volume Control Tank level signal (Ch.7) immediately became much

lager than the others in both cases. The conventional alarm system also gave the alarm

when the failure started. From these results, the expert system can easily identify the

cases of controller failure or sensor error because of the large deviation of failed signal

and the information from the conventional alarm system.
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4.4 Other Anomaly Cases

These anomaly cases listed in Table 5 were more serious than the previous

cases, so that the monitoring system could detect the anomalies at the beginning. The

fault of the pressurizer level signal (Ch.6) was detected in three anomaly cases at

pressurizer. These responses are similar to the case of small reactor coolant system leak.

However, the deviation of the feed water pressure signal (Ch.16) never exceeded the

fault severity level in the cases of anomalies at pressurizer. The anomalies of Turbine
,',

Governor Valve showed the early fault detection at turbine impulse signal, feedwater

flow, steam flow and electric power, because this valve is dominating factor for power

controller.

From the above results, the rule-based expert system correctly diagnosed the

plant status and identified the type of anomalies by using the output of neural networks

and the simple rules. Several kinds of malfunction hypotheses are considered in the

rules, and the expert system was able to classify the anomaly at the client computer for

operator man-machine interface.

5. ADVISORY DISPLAY RESULT

During the testing, the scheme of NPP with 22 measured signals corning from

the simulator on-line and the predicted signal values by the neural network are

displayed on the terminal screen. The monitoring system always makes the signal data

file for off-line plotting. While the deviations betWeen measured and predicted values

are small enough, the plant condition is regarded as normal. If one of the deviations

exceeds the fault severity level, the error message will be displayed on the screen and

the error log-file will be written with the time and the signal information. So the
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operator can easily recognize when an anomaly starts and which signal is abnormal.

Figure 7 shows the main display of this monitoring system
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Fig. 7 On-line advisory display

6. CONCLUSION

The NPP monitoring system integrated neural networks and an expert system

has been tested with the on-line PWR simulator. From the off-line and on-line test

results, it was shown that the monitoring system successfully detected and diagnosed

the symptoms of anomalies in the early stage. The advisory display also worked

satisfactorily. Then it is strongly suggested that the proposed hybrid monitoring system

is a sophisticated system for powerful plant wide monitoring to ensure the safety of

HTGR. The future direction of this study will be the on-site test of the monitoring

system at the actual PWR and HTGR.
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DISCUSSION:

QUESTION I: ( Syarip -P3TM Batan)

1. By using the neuro -expert system, the symptoms can be detected earlier than the

conventional one is it mean that the neuro system is faster and safer then the

conventional system?

ANSWER I: (Dr. K Nabeshima)

Yes, the neuro -expert system is always faster and safer in most of the cases

because the modeling by neural network is very accurate.

QUESTION II: ( Dr. Ir. As Natio LASMAN- P2SRM Batan)

Your system will be tested directly in PWR and or HTGR operation if there is an

anomali during PWR and or HTGR operation, which anomali value will be accepted
betwent the installed " old" Instrumentation control system and your "new"

system?

ANSWER II: (Dr. K Nabeshima)

1. We think that the neuro -expert system can usually detect anomalies earlier than

the conventional system. But in case of sensor failure or control failure, the

conventional system gives the alarm faster than neuro -expert system, so we can

easily diagnosis the anomaly in such case anyway the neuro expert system has

been developed to support the operators and the conventional alarm system.
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QUESTION III: ( Artoto Arkundato -ITB Bandung)

I. Is this neuro -expert system applicable for all reaktor type (thermal, Fast reactors) ?

2. What contraints that use fmd if use the neuro -expert system for NPP ?

ANSWER III: (Dr. K. Nabeshima)

1. Yes it is we can get the normal operation data from the reactor (or simulation code)

the neural network can model the dynamics with the opelation data only we don't

need any physical back ground (know ledges) that's why the neuro -expert system

can be applied to any kind ofreactor.

2. The neuro -expert system can detect the symptom of the anomalies during

transient operation (not only steady state) the noise a analysis is also useful but

only for steady state.

QUESTION IV: ( Arier -ITB Bandung)

1.. What is the difference between neuro -network system that you explain, with the

usual supervisory control and data acquisition that produced by Yokogawa (DLS,

centum 2000, centum 3000) ?

ANSWER IV: (Dr. K. Nabeshima)

1. I am sorry I don't know about the system by Yokogawa but if I compare with the

conventional alarm system, the difference is the accuracy for anomaly detection, the

normal range of the neuro -expert system is much smaller than the conventional

method because this is one kind of model -based monitoring. The error limit

between measured signal and predicate value modeled by neural network is much

smaller than the range of conventional system.
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